Comment: Nominator Coach Bosma says, “Allison exemplifies what it means to have great character in the classroom and on the track. Allison has been a captain on our track team. She has participated in long jump, triple jump, and high jump. She is second in school history in the high jump with a jump of 5’-2”. Allison has won the Cavalier Award for embodying the mission of Central Valley Christian athletics. She has shown quiet leadership by caring for teammates and being responsible each and every day. Allison does a great job of seeing how teammates are doing and giving them a word of encouragement. She is also very respectful and helpful. She is willing to help however she can, whether it is putting high jump bars back on at a meet or packing up after a track event. Allison is respectful of opponents and officials and congratulates her fellow competitors. She truly exemplifies the values of trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, and citizenship.”